
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Delegates’ Comments 
 

2 day workshop 61 
Entitled 

Leadership and Management Principles and Practice in Engineering 
 

Workshop developed and presented by: 
Mr. David Ramsay,  B.Sc (Civil Eng.), MEngMan, MSAICE, COMENSA 

 
G.H. (Managing Member): An excellently presented course." 
" J.P. (Project Manager): Best presenter ever!!" 
A.M. (Project Manager) :"The learning gained would assist me greatly in my daily working environment." 
L.S. (Engineer)"The facilitator was excellent, very knowledgeable with a lot of experience." 
EdJ: "The group work was excellent.  The facilitator actively encouraged participation and he challenged the delegates' thinking. 
 The use of relevant examples was excellent 
 A.G. (Engineer) "One of the best presented courses I have attended." 
PC: "I found the presenter very knowledgeable and highly experienced in the subject matter.  The presentations were well done 
and provided an opportunity for good interactions amongst all the attendees present at the course." 
JF(Team Manager): Excellent course. There was constant engagement. 
LN  (Vacation Work Student): Good presentation and will add a lot of value to my development. 
JW: (BI Manager): Very good and practically useful course. 
 PK (Head of HR Ops): Good quality of work - much food for thought. 
DJ (Team Manager): Very informative course but some material was explained in a rush. 
NB (Mech Eng): The course raised my interest in management and leadership. 
EBi (Team Manager): Good learning experience. 
TM (Team Manager): Presenter is very knowledgeable of the subject and makes real-life suggestions. 
CZ (Team Manager): Recommend the course to my production colleagues. Suggest a tool 
to measure impact of course at workplace. Excellent course and I feel there is more what is next??? 
SR (Project Manager): Great course, thanks. 
VS (Team Manager): I can now easily understand where are my strengths as a leader and what weaknesses that I have. Thank you 
to the videos shown in this course. They actually presented the dangers about arrogant leaders. I will definitely recommend this 
course to my colleagues at church and work. 
WJ (BI Manager): Thanks, Dave! This course will certainly help improve my leadership skills and will recommend. 
RVR- Corporate Consultant- Dave certainly has a sound knowledge on "leadership & management Principles." He also is an 
excellent presenter and knows how to effectively carry the knowledge over to the audience. Thank you, very innovative course 
KS- CEO- Very Well Presented with good content & thought provoking. 
GH- Engineering Manager-Very good, well paced course. Good involvement of all participants. 
SG: I enjoyed the course - a lot of useful information shared. 
VB: Well presented and I enjoyed the pictures and videos. 
Riaan van Wyk: I enjoyed the course and found some handy techniques to take back to work. 
PM:I enjoyed the 'games', particularly as they are a powerful tool in getting. the point across. 
EF: It was refreshing the way it was presented and it helped me further to keep a lid on emotions to some problems. 
LK: A very enlightening course which I will recommend to my colleagues. I believe every engineer should attend this course. 
P: The facilitation was professionally conduction.  Allowed good space for interaction amongst the delegates. 
MvR: Very conducive learning environment created by presenter.  Lot of good interaction between participants facilitated. 
SG: Well presented course initiating interest in the subject. The interaction, topical examples and practicality was great. 


